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• Packaging World
• Automation World
• Healthcare Packaging
• ProFood World
• OEM
• Contract Packaging 



Vision 2025        Fall of 2018

140 CPGs, contract packagers and packaging 
and processing machinery OEMs met one 
morning during PACK EXPO Chicago with 
markers and white boards at the ready.



Vision 2025     

Overwhelmingly, the number-one problem they ALL 
face is finding automation solutions to “mass 
customization” especially e-commerce.



Mass customization

Marketing and manufacturing technique combining 
the flexibility and personalization of custom-made
products, with the low unit costs associated with mass
production.



Vision 2025 challenges

• Smaller runs necessitating quick changeover 
• Legacy equipment inhibits changeover 

efficiency 
• Lack of skilled workers.



The Automation Paradox

When it comes to automating, the lack of skilled 
workforce is both a driver and a barrier.  

Lack of skilled production staff forces many CPGs 
to automate, or turn to CPCM’s, but automation 
projects typically require an even higher level of 
skill, at greater expense.  



End of Line Focus of Automation Efforts

The most affected by e-commerce and mass 
customization.  

With changes to secondary packaging, storage and 
picking, package handling and delivery, proliferation of 
SKUs, “custom” pick and pack formats, etc.



Industrial Automation “Big Picture”

Six trends driving industrial automation

• Lack of skilled labor, labor shortages
• Global increase in product demand
• Rising demand for flexible manufacturing
• Producing with consistent quality
• Overall operating cost reductions
• Smart machine technology and co-bots.



Industrial Automation “Big Picture”

Seven reasons why automation is a gradual adoption process

• Utilizing data for operational improvements will take years. 
• How to gather, store and use data will take education.
• Disparate and legacy systems persist.
• IT and OT convergence still emerging.
• Open platform standards still evolving.
• With connectivity, cybersecurity is a real threat.
• Cost and ROI hard to justify to management.



Industrial Robots

U.S. Industrial Robot 
sales for 2017:

$3.5 Billion

Source: PMMI Business Intelligence: “Industrial Robot Opportunities in
Food and Beverage Processing 2019”



Industrial Robot Market Break Out

• 34.2% Automotive
• 13%      Food, beverage, personal care

• 10.7%   Semiconductors

• 9.9% Consumer Electronics
• 9.8% Electrical

• 9.1%     Rubber and Plastics

• 9.1% Metals

•4.2% Other



Industrial Robot Market Break Out

The CAGR for that 13% in food, beverage and pharma, 
is 30% for period 2015-2020

• Production & processing—precision cutting, etc.



Industrial Robot Market Break Out

• Customized picking
• Variety packs/multipacks
• Stacking
• Sorting
• Packaging
• Heavy lifting and shipping
• Carton making
• Case packing
• Unit stacking
• Palletizing and de-palletizing



Industrial Robot Market Break Out

To be most productive, robots must be able to integrate 
seamlessly into already established processes.

Smaller manufacturers, or newer plants, often have an 
advantage in organizing robust data collection and 
analytics tools from scratch. 



Industrial Robot Market Break Out
• Bakery
• Beverage
• Cosmetics
• Food 
• Dairy
• Pet Foods
• Pharma
• Biomedicine
• Medical Devices
• Personal Care
• Household products



Industrial Robot Market Break Out

2014        2018

Processing                       10%        27%
Primary Packaging          44%       53%
Secondary Packaging     48%       70%
Transport Packaging       66%       73%



Advantages of Traditional Robots

• Fast speeds
• Smooth articulation
• Reliability
• Heavy payloads
• Accurate precision
• Increased throughput
• Food-grade handling wash down problem



Five Factors Hindering Adoption of Robots

•68% Justifying cost
•48% Lack of internal expertise
•39% Identifying applications
•22% Installation and training time
•21%  Skepticism



OEMs Are Offering Integrated Robots

• 87%  of OEMs are offering robots on their machines
• 70%  predict increasing robotic offerings in the future
• 42%  of OEM time is spent on “traditional” robots
• Very little time is spent on cobots



Collaborative Robots

“Human-friendly” robots  with softer skin and special 
sensors that force activity to come to an abrupt halt if a 
person or obstruction gets in the way.  

Spells the end for “robot in a cage” 
inherited from Detroit.



Collaborative Robots

Cobots, on average, account for only 4% of the line for those
companies utilizing them.  

Of the 88% using robotics somewhere 
on the line, only one in four operate cobots.

• Pick and place
• Assembly
• Bottle handling
• Unscrambling
• Dispensing
• Loading
• Unloading



Benefits Of Collaborative Robots

Cobots are easy to teach and carry out dull, repetitive, dirty,
or dangerous handling tasks. 

They can lower the cost of a workstation on lines 
with shorter runs or unusual package configurations. 

Frees up staff to perform more complex and diversified 
tasks in the workstation

Marketed as safe to work beside humans…



Packaging Automation: What’s On The Horizon

Cannabis
In desperate need of automation

Professionals well-versed in land, 
licensing, crop science, security, lighting 
and irrigation are not aware of packaging 
technologies already existing

Experience sticker shock when first 
shopping for automation solutions



Packaging Automation: What’s On The Horizon

E-Commerce

10-12% of retail sales but completely
disruptive.

CPGs well-versed in automation often
divert to manual workstations for 
fulfillment.



Packaging Automation: What’s On The Horizon

Mobility

New market report forecasts that of the 8 
million robots that will be shipped in 
2030, nearly 6 million will be mobile.

Currently material handling, but will
spread  in all facets of industry.



Sources

• PMMI Business Intelligence
• PMMI Media Group
• Robot Industry Association



Thank You  
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